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We study the effect of ambient topology on least valences, and so also on the 
chromatic numbers of embedded simplicial complexes. For example, we prove that 
a simplicial complex K can be embedded in an n-dimensional pseudomanifold X”, 
n >2, only if one of its n -2-simplices is incident to 6 n - I-simplices, where 
sin(n+l)/(n-I) or (“+;-2)-2/(n+1)( “+;-‘)<dimH,-,(,I’“; E,)-1. For the 
case of surfaces these are precisely the classical Heawood bounds. We show also 
that the close connection between Heawood bounds andf,(X), the least number of 
vertices required to triangulate X, generahses to dimensions >3. Amongst the 
results needed to establish these inequalities is the fact that the Kruskal-Katona 
simphcial complexes maximise homology. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we prove a number of results showing how ambient 
topology can effect the least valences, and so also the chromatic numbers, 
of an embedded simplicial complex. These results are discussed in Subsec- 
tions (A) and (C). In (B) we discuss results used in their proofs; included 
here is the fact that the Kruskal-Katona simplicial complexes maximise 
homology. 

(A) Effect of Ambient Topology on Least Valences 

It is well known that a graph (undirected, without loops, and without 
multiple edges, i.e., a one-dimensional simplicial complex) can be embedded 
in the plane only if one of its vertices is incident to less than six edges. Our 
object is to prove some higher-dimensional analogues of this result. 

THEOREM 1 (4.2.1). A simplicial complex can be embedded’ in an n- 

‘See Section 2 for the topological definitions and assumptions adopted throughout this 
paper. 
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dimensional space X”, n > 1, only if one of its (n - 1 )-simplices is incident to 
6 n-simplices, where 

THEOREM 2 (4.3.3). A simplicial complex can be embedded in an IZ- 
dimensional pseudomanifold X”, n 3 2, only if one of its (N - 2)-simplices is 
incident to 6 (n - 1 )-simplices, where 

S<n(n+l) ___ or (~+;-yL(y) 
n-l 

<dimH,,-,(X”;Z,)-1. (21 

Specializing to graphs one gets the following known results. 

COROLLARY 1 (Ershov-Kozhukin [6]). If G is a graph, one of the 
vertices of G must be incident to 6 edges, where 

6 ( 1 +,/l + 8 dim N,(G; Z,) 
\ 

2 

COROLLARY 2 (Heawood [9] for (one-sided or two-sided) surfaces; 
Sarkaria [ 151 for all 2-pseudomanifolds). A graph can be embedded in a 
2-dimensional pseudomanifuld X2 only if one of its vertices is incident to 6 
edges, where 

6 < 5 + Jl + 24 dim H,(X2; Z,) 
6~6 or , 

2 (4) 

These corollaries follow because the square root inequalities (3) and (4) 
are, for 6 30 and 6 3 2, the same as (“,) <dim Hi(G; Z,) and (“,)-$(“;‘) < 
dim Hi(X*; Z,) - 1, respectively. 

Note that Corollary 2 contains the fact regarding planar graphs men- 
tioned in the beginning. 

It is well known that Corollary 2 implies the following, where fo(X), a 
topological invariant of X, denotes the least number of vertices required to 
triangulate X. 

COROLLARY 3. A graph can be embedded in a surface X2 (X2 other than 
the 2-sphere) only if one of its vertices is incident to less than f&X*) edges. 

Thus, e.g., a 2-torus requires 7 vertices to be triangulated and it is true 
that any graph which can be embedded in the 2-torus has a vertex which is 
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incident to less than 7 edges. For the 2-sphere the analogous statement is 
false. 

Remark 1. It is important not to confuse Corollary 3, and its higher- 
dimensional generalisation, Theorem 3, with the trivial fact that an i-sim- 
plex, of any simplicial complex havingf, vertices, is always incident to less 
than f0 - i i + l-simplices. 

THEOREM 3 (4.3.7). A simplicial complex can be embedded in an 
n-dimensional pseudomanifold X’, n 2 2, H,(JY; Z,) z Z, (X” other than 
those having fO(x”) < ] n(n + l)/(n - 1) [+ n - 2) only if one of its (n - 2)- 
simplices is incident to less than f0 (X”)-n + 2 (n - 1 )-simplices. 

Recall that Corollary 2 implies Corollary 3 because the classical 
Heawood bound, i.e., the expression in (4) involving the square root, 
happens to be less than the least number of vertices required to triangulate 
X2. Likewise Theorem 3 follows from Theorem 2 because the generalized 
Heawood bound (2) behaves analogously: 

THEOREM 4(4.2.3), (4.3.6). (a) F or any n-dimensional space X’, n > 1, 

(b) For any n-dimensional pseudomanifold X’, n > 2, 

dimH~~,(X’;L;)-dimH.(X”;1,)4(‘“(~)~1)---&(’~)). (6) 

(B) Method of Proof 
We will denote the number of j-simplices in a simplicial complex K by 

J;(K). Also pi, pi- , ,..., p,, will denote the numbers entering in the canonical 
representation of an integer p 3 0 with respect to the integer i + 1 

p=(f;‘;)+(“I-,+l)+...+(4;‘,‘), pi>pi-I>‘.‘>p,>tZO. 

(7) 

An essential ingredient in our proof of Theorems 1 and 2 is the following 
well-known result: 

KRUSKAL-KATONA THFDREM [ 12, 11, 31). On the set of all simplicial 
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complexes having p i-simplices, the functions fj(K), 0 6 j 6 i, have the 
minimum values 

and these minimum values are attained at the Kruskal-Katona simplicial 
complex Cp (see (3.l.l)for a definition). 

Besides, we will need the following result, which is obviously interesting 
for its own sake. 

THEOREM 5 (3.1.5). On the set of all simplicial complexes having p 
i-simplices, the function dim H,(K; Z,) has the maximum value 

and this maximum value is attained at the Kruskal-Katona simplicial com- 
plex 2;. 

Remark 2. After receiving a preliminary version of this paper, Anders 
Bjbrner was kind enough to inform me that he and Gil Kalai had also 
proved Theorem 5. An announcement of their work appears in [21]. 

Finally, our proof of Theorem 2 requires the following result which 
exploits the fact that r is a pseudomanifold, i.e., has no codimension one 
singularities. We remark that a slightly weaker result appeared in fl5] and 
sufficed-without the use of any of the above extremal set theory-to prove 
Corollary 2 and weaker versions of Theorem 2. 

THEOREM 6 (4.3.2). A simplicial complex K can triangulate a subspace Y 
of an n-dimensional pseudomanifold x”, n > 2, only if 

dim H,(X, Y; Z,) d dim H,(X; Z,) or 

dim H,(X, Y; Z,) -dim H,(X; Z,) + 1 < j&r, ~ I(K). (101 

Remark 3. We can prove that for any i such that 2i + 2 2 n, a simplicial 
complex triangulates X’ only tf its least ith valence is bounded above by 
some number Ai( depending only on the topology of x”; furthermore, in 
the absence of singularities in dimensions >, i + 1, these bounds are very 
similar to those given in Theorems 1 and 2. However, this much easier 
result cannot be considered a generalisation of Theorems 1 and 2 since it 
does not apply to all embedded subcomplexes of x”. 
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A set F of simplicial complexes is called a topological class if it satisfies 
the following property: KE F, L embeddable in the space of K=> L E 5 
(cf. Saaty-Kainen [22, p. 1931; also cf. Theorem 3 with their “metaconjec- 
ture”). Note that the set of all simplicial complexes embeddable in an x” is 
a topological class, while that of all triangulations of x” is not. It seems to 
us that an inequality dj(K) < C (here hi(K) denotes the least ith valence of 
simplicial complex K) deserves to be called a Heawood Inequality only if it 
is valid for all K belonging to some non-trivial topological class F. 

Our inability to formulate and prove suitable analogues of Theorem 6 
prevents us from using the methods of this paper to prove analogues of 
Theorems 1 and 2 in codimensions 33. Still, there are reasons to believe 
that the following is true: 

CONJECTURE 1. For each x” there exist integers Si(Y), 2i+ 2 3 n, 
depending solely on the topology of x”, such that a simplicial complex can be 
embedded in x” only tf one of its i-simplices is incident to <hi(X) (i + I)- 
simplices. 

Note that this conjecture is false without the condition 2i+ 2 3 n: if 
2i + 2 < n, any (i + 1 )-dimensional simplicial complex can be embedded in 
an n-dimensional X”. Likewise, by using (5.1.2) of [18], one can see that 
even the result mentioned in Remark 3 is false without the condition 
2i+2&n. 

Remark 4. In particular, Conjecture 1 implies that there is an integer 
C, such that an n-dimensional simplicial complex can be embedded in Iw2“ 
only if one of its (n - l)-simplices is incident to <C,, n-simplices. We have 
proved the existence of C, for somewhat smaller topological classes (see 
[23] and [24]). Of these results the simplest to state is the following: if 
n # 2, an n-dimensional simplicial complex unknots in (w2” + ’ only tf it embeds 
in [w2”; and, for any such simplicial complex, one of the (n - 1)-simplices is 
incident to less than 3(n + 1) n-simplices. The methods used to obtain these 
results are very different and make essential use of the embedding and 
unknotting theorems of van Kampen-Wu-Shapiro and Weber. 

(C) Effect of Ambient Topology on Chromatic Numbers 
A well-known argument enables one to deduce from Corollary 2 the 

following: 

COROLLARY 4 (5.2.3). A graph can be embedded in a 2-dimensional 
pseudomamfold X2 with H2(X2; Z,) z Z, (X2 other than the 2-sphere) only if 
its chromatic number is less than or equal to 

7 + J%=~-I H, ( X2; Z,) 
2 (11) 
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Let us recall this “well-known argument.” For this purpose it is con- 
venient to denote by Sj(Y) the best possible of the numbers mentioned in 
Conjecture 1. Then the essential point used in the proof is that a graph G 
embeds in X2 only if its chromatic number is less than or equal to 
6,(X2) + 1 (cf. Szekeres-Wilf [19]). 

In order that Theorems 1 and 2 have similar chromatic implications, one 
must thus define the chromatic numbers of simplicial complexes in such a 
way that a “generalized Szekeres-Wilf bound” is available. Such a 
definition was introduced in [lS] (and, in a different context, before by 
Erdiis-Hajnal [S]): The weak ith chromatic number, ci(K), of a simplicial 
complex K is the smallest number of colors that can be assigned to the i- 
simplices of K in such a way that not all of the i-dimensional faces of any 
(i+ 1)-simplex have the same color. With this one does have the required 
generalisation: A simplicial complex K embeds in the space X only if 
c,(K) < Si(X) + 1 (5.1.1). Using this lemma we deduce some higher-dimen- 
sional analogues of Corollary 4 from Theorems 1 and 2 (see (5.1.2), (51.3)). 

It is convenient to denote by ci (Xn) the supremum of the numbers ci(K) 
as K runs over all simplicial complexes which can be embedded in Y. Note 
that Conjecture 1 implies the weaker 

CONJECTURE 2. ~~(27) is finite if2i+ 2 an. 

Even in this weaker conjecture one cannot drop the condition 2i I- 2 3 n: 
By Ramsey’s Theorem the weak ith chromatic number of the (i + l)- 

skeleton of an N-simplex is arbitrarily large for N sufficiently big, and-if 
2i + 2 < n-this (i + 1)-skeleton can be embedded in x”. 

Methods establishing their finiteness seem also to put the exact 
calculation of the numbers Si(X), i> 0, within reach. But, because of their 
Ramsey nature, there is not much hope for an exact calculation of the finite 
numbers ci(P), i > 0, in very many cases. However, the zeroth chromatic 
numbers, c&X2), of surfaces have now been calculated: c,(P) equals (ll), 
except for the Klein Bottle, when it is one less (Appel-Haken Cl], 
Ringel [ 131, etc.). This raises the question whether a similar improvement 
of Corollary 4 can be made for all 2-pseudomanifolds. In this context we 
have 

THEOREM 7 (5.2.5). (a) Let Sz, k >, 2, denote the 2-pseudomanijold 
obtained by identifying k distinct points of the 2-sphere to a single point. 
Then cO (S2,) = 5 for all k 3 2. 

(b) Let S&,, k3 1, denote the 2-pseudomanifold obtained by identi- 
fying k distinct pairs of points of the %-sphere. Then c&S&,) =4+ k for 
l<k<4 while cO (Sz,,)=8. 
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This improves on Dewdney [4] where Theorem 7(a) is proved for k = 2, 
and Theorem 7(b) for k= 1,2. Dewdney’s conjecture that c,(S&,) = 
4 + k, Vk, turns out to be false for all k > 4. 

Last, we have some results regarding the strong chromatic numbers, C,(K) 
(see (53.2)). C,(K) is detined like c,(K) except that, this time, we require 
that no two of the i-dimensional faces of any (i + l)-simplex have the same 
color. 

2. TOPOLOGICAL DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 

(2.1) All Our SIMPLICIAL COMPLEXES Are Finite 

From the combinatorial viewpoint, a simplicial complex K is thus a finite 
set of finite sets, obeying the condition (r E K, 8 E (T 3 0 E K. A geometric 
realisation of K (in some Euclidean space, by means of rectilinear simplices) 
will also be denoted by K; the underlying space of such a geometric 
realisation will be denoted by 1 K( or, if there is no danger of confusion, 
by K. 

(2.2) All Our SPACES and MAPS Are Piecewise Linear 

Realisations of simplicial complexes and simplicial maps: in particular 
this implies that all spaces are compact, and that one speaks of a subspace 
only if the inclusion map is piecewise linear. A one-to-one (resp. one-to-one 
onto) map is called an embedding (resp. homeomorphism). The phrases “1 KJ 
embeds in X,” “K embeds in X,” and “K is a subcomplex of (the space) x” 
are to be considered synonymous; likewise “ ( KI homeomorphic to X,” “K 
homeomorphic to X,” and “K is a triangulation of x” are equivalent. 

Remark 5. Thus “K embeds in x” is the same as saying that “K 
triangulates a subspace Y of 1,” but it is not the same as saying that “K is 
a subcomplex of a simplicial complex L which triangulates X.” (Easy exam- 
ples show that such an L may not exist.) However, one can show easily 
that “K embeds in x” is the same as saying that “one can subdivide K to 
obtain a K’ for which there exists an Lz> such that L triangulates X.” 

Remark 6. With some extra, but routine, effort, Theorems 1 and 2 can 
be extended, with essentially the same proofs, to more general spaces. By 
restricting to the piecewise linear category we avoid the bother of using 
singular homology, dimension theory, etc., and still retain all the charac- 
teristic features of an embeddability problem. Note that compactness is not 
much of a restriction; e.g., embeddability in Euclidean space UP is to be 
understood as embeddability in the the piecewise linear sphere S”. Note 
also that “K embeds in iw”” is not the same as saying that “K can be 
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realised in Iw”;” rather it is the same as saying that “some subdivision R of 
K can be realised in W”.” 

See [lo] or [ 141 for more regarding the concepts of piecewise linear 
topology. 

(2.3) Topological Invariants Defined as Supremums or Infimums 

We will take supremums as K runs over the set of all embedded subcom- 
plexes of X. It is important to remember (see Remark 5) that this set is 
generally larger than the set of all subcomplexes of triangulations of X. 

S,(X). For each simplex Q of K, the number of incident (dim cr + l)- 
simplices of K is called the valence of (T in K and denoted by 6,(o). The 
least of the numbers 6,((r’), ai E K, is called the ith-least valence of K and 
denoted by Si( K). We put SJX) = sup, Si( K). So Si(X) is an integer or co. 

di(X). The number of i-simplices in K is denoted fi(K). Iffi(K) > 0, the 
average of the valences of the i-simplices of K, i.e., (i + 2) fi+ 1( K)/fi(K), will 
be denoted by d;(K). We put di(X) = sup, d;(K). So dj(X) is a real number 
or co. 

ci(X). The ith weak chromatic number ci(K) of simplicial complex K is 
the least number of colors that can be assigned to the i-simplices of K SO 
that not all the i-faces of any (i + 1 )-simplex have the same color. We put 
ci(X) = supK ci(K). So c,(X) is an integer or cc. 

CJX). The ith strong chromatic number C,(K) of simplicial complex K 
is the least number of colors that can be assigned to the i-simplices of K so 
that no two of the i-faces of any (i + I)-simplex have the same color. We 
put C,(X)=sup, C,(K). So Cj(X) is an integer or co. 

&(X). In contrast to the above this time we take the intimum of the 
numbers fo(K) as K runs over all triangzdations of X. (Thus Theorem 3 
appears to be a curious “minimax” theorem.) Unlike the above numbers 
the integral function &(X) is not monotone: one can have Yc X and 
fo( Y) >fclGo 

(2.4) Notation 

We conform to standard usage and notation regarding simplicial com- 
plexes. “Dimensions’‘-the dimension of a simplex rr is one less than its car- 
dinality # (o)-are occasionally denoted by superscripts; the union of two 
disjoint simplices c and i3 is denoted by o -6 (their “join”); “stars,” and 
“links” of simplices are denoted as usual by St,o and Lk,o, etc. 

The only homology that will be used in this paper is reduced homology 
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with Z, coefficients. The dimensions of the vector spaces H,(K; Z,), 
Hi(X; Z,) are sometimes denoted by b,(K), b;(X). 

3. KRUSKAL-KATONA COMPLEXES 

(3.1.1) DEFINITION. The Kruskal-Katona simplicial complex Cp (men- 
tioned in subsect. l(B)) can be defined as follows. If p = (p;+t), then 
Cp = op’, the simplicial complex consisting of all simplices of dimensions 
di having vertices in (0, 1, 2,..., pi}. (So in particular Cop =a,~-’ = 
(0, 1,2,...,p- l}.) If (Fc,‘:) >p> (yz++l’), Cpis a subcomplex ofoy+’ defined 
byCf’=oru(pj+l).Cy:“I,, wheremi=p-(pl,+,‘). 

(3.1.2) HOMOLOGY OF Cf. One has ff,(Cp) = 0 for all j # i; further, ifp 
has the canonical representation 

then 

dim Hi f = .‘j 
(j (~+l)+(p;~lj+...~(t~l). (2) 

We prove this by induction on i. The result is obvious when Cp = 0~: If 
j< i, Hi(op’) = e,(p) = 0; so, by Euler’s formula, dim Hi(ap) = 
fi(~~)-J;-I(a~~‘il)+..~+l=(9:+~)-(p~t1)+..._+l=(i~L).OtherwiseC~ 
is the union of crp and a cone over a subcomplex of a;~. Since this cone has 
trivial homology, the Mayer-Vietoris exact homology sequence of (o$, 
(pi + 1). Cr: i) reduces to 

0 -+ Hi(@) -+ Hi (3) 

So dim H[(Cf’) = dim Hi(ap) + dim Hi- i(Cy: i) which implies (2). 

(3.1.3) NUMBER OF SIMPLICES. Again one can use a similar easy induction 
on i. Thus fj(Cp) =J;(opi) +fj- 1 (Cy’ 1), j< i, leads to 

~(~)=(~;‘l’)+(pj-;‘l)+...+(t~~‘i+,). (4) 

This shows that (2) coincides with Euler’s formula for Cp. 
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(3.1.4) KRUSKAL-KATONA THEOREM [ 12,111. Cp minimises the 
functions fJ . ) on the set of all simplicial complexes having p i-simplices. So 

for ail K. 

(3.1.5) THEOREM 5. Cp maximises the function dim Hi(. ; Z,) on the set 
of all simplicial complexes having p i-simplices. So 

f,(K) 
dim H,(K; Z,) <dim Hi 

ci ! 
c ; Z, for all K. 

(3.2) Proof of Theorem 5. 

We will essentially mimic Katona’s proof [ 111 of (3.1.4), and, therefore, 
it will be convenient to adopt, for the course of this proof only, a notation 
parallel to that used in [ 111. 

If natural number n has, with respect to natural number 1, the canonical 
representation 

(7) 

then we define 

and 

Note that (2) and (4) tell us that 

and 

dim H,- 1 

II 
f- (4 I 2 = F,(n). 

/- 1 
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Furthermore, by (26) of [ 11, p. 1941, one has 

where a? is the least integer such that ($ > n. 

(3.2.1) We will prove the following three statements by induction 
on 1. In [ 111, Katona proves three analogous statements regarding F,(n) in 
the same way. 

(A,) If h 3 1, 1 d 1 <h, 1 <n d (:) and K is any simplicial complex 
with f,- ,(K) = n andJb(K) d h, then 

dim H,-,(K) 6 Q/(n). (a), 

(B,) rf h>l, l<l<h, (7)<~<22(/;) and (K,,K,) is any pair of 
disjoint simplicial complexes with f,- ,(Kl) +fl- ,(K2) =n and f,(K,), 
f&K*) d h, then 

(c,) If 132, n,>l, n,>l, n=n,+n,, andn,,<E,(n), then 

@An,) + @,- lh) 6 @An). (Yh 

From (11) it follows that (A) is equivalent to (6). By taking K, z a;~: 
and K2 z C;‘_,‘:‘) one sees that (p)/ is also best possible. Finally the identity 
(“;‘)+(:I:)=(“,‘) h s ows that (y)! too is best possible. 

(3.2.2) One has QI(n) = n - 1 and dim H,(K) = (number of com- 
ponents of K} - 1. This verifies (A) and (B) for I= 1. 

For the canonical representations of IZ, , n2, with respect to 1, I - 1, let us 
write 

Assuming that (A), (B), and (C) have been proved for values less than I, 
we prove (C,) as follows: 

The hypothesis n,<EE,(n) implies (see [ll, p. 1911) that one of the 
following cases must arise. If I= 2, this verification already completes the 
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proof because (Y)~ is equivalent to b, > a2 - 1. So in the arguments given 
below one can take 12 3. 

Case a. b, = a,. Subtracting (“‘7 ’ ) from both sides of (y), we see that it 
is same as 

which follows from A,-, because, for I>, 3, the left side is precisely the 
dimension of the (Z- 2)th homology of the disjoint union C;:<(“‘)lLC;‘,. 

Case ba. b1 = a,- 1, n2 > (;‘I/). In this case one also has [ll, p. 1931 
cl-r =a,- 1 and nz-(“:-:)6EI_,(n-(“,)). 

Subtracting (“‘7 “) + ( L;/I~) f rom the left, and the equal amount (“‘7 ‘) 
from the right side of (y),, we can rewrite (y), as 

which follows from C, _ r . 

Case bb. b,= a,- 1, n, < (‘J/z:). In this case both C;L;(‘--” and CyL2 
have <a,- 1 vertices [ll, p. 1941. 

Subtracting (y-“) from (y)! we can rewrite it as 

which follows from B,- , applied to K, 2 C;Y;-,“‘-“, KZ 2 X7? 2, because 

(3.2.3) Fix an Z> 2 and assume that A and B have both been 
proved for all values less than I, and that C has been proved for all values 
up to and including 1. We will now prove (A,) and (B,) by induction on h. 

For h = 1 the left sides of (a), and (p), are zero; so the induction on h can 
start. 

Choose a vertex o of K which is incident to n2 < n.&(K), (I - I)- 
sim~plices of K. So we have n2 d n.Z/aT and so <E,(n) by (13). The 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence of the pair (K- St,v, St,u j runs 

. ..-+ff ,-l(K-StKU)OHI_l(StKZI)‘NI--(K)“H(--,(Lk.v)~.-.. 

(14) 
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Since H,- ,(St,u) = 0, the exactness of (14) shows that 

dimH,_,(K)ddimH,_,(K-St.v)+dimH,_2(Lk,u) 

d @P,(n - 4 + @I- I(%) 

(since A I can be applied to 

the complex K- St,v which has less 

vertices and Al- 1 can be applied 

to Lk,u) 

d Q/(n) (by C,). 

To prove (B,) we choose vertices u, and u2 which are incident to 
r2 d r. I/h, resp. s2 < s. l/h, (I - 1 )-simplices of K, , K2 ; here f,- , (K, ) = Y and 
fi- 1(K2) = s. A Mayer-Vietoris sequence shows that 

dimH,-,(K)<dimH,~-,(K-St,,v,-StK2v,) 

+dim H,_,(Lk.,v, uLkK,v2) 

<(hJ2)+@,(n-r2-s2-(hJ1)) 

(by applying B, to the lesser-vertex-pair 

(K, --tK,~l, &-St,pd; 

and B,-, to the pair (Lk,v,, Lk,,v,)) 

(by Cl: the requisite condition r2 + sz - 

h 
GE, n- ( 0) I is verified onp. 197 of [ll]). 
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If one of the complexes K, and K, already has less than h vertices then we 
only have to extract a suitable St v from the other complex, and repeat the 
same argument. 

(Observe that formulae (2) and (6), and all of the above argument, are 
valid even if Z, is replaced by some other field of coefficients.) 

4. LEAST VALENCES 

(4.1.1) LEMMA 1. The Kruskal-Katona simplicial complexes maximise 
average valences, i.e., 

for all K. (1) 

This follows immediately from the Kruskal-Katona Theorem (3.1.4). 

(4.1.2) LEMMA 2. For any simplicial complex K, 

(2) 

In fact, if N denotes the largest integer such that fi(K) 3 ( yz,‘), then 

N 2 ai f i. (3) 

ProoJ: By (4) and (5) of $3,fi+ ,(K) < (‘y,‘,‘). Thus, by definition (3.1.1), 
C.p$(K’ is a proper subcomplex of oi+ I . N+ l Since c?++~’ has N + 2 vertices, 
each i-simplex of Cifi+i(K), which has i + 1 vertices of its own, must have 
valence < N + 2 - (i + 1). Further, an i-simplex of Cifit’iCK) incident to an 
i + l-simplex of G?++~’ not lying in C$+f+‘cK), has valence strictly less. Hence 
the average ith valence of Cp;f(K), and so by (1) that of K, is less than 
N - i + 1. So K must have an i-simplex of valence d N - i. 

(4.1.3) LEMMA 3. Let K be any (i + l)-dimensional simplicial complex 
and Zet (y,i’)-t-(“I-;+‘)+.*. denote the canonical representation offi 
with respect to i + 1. (So Ni is same as N of Lemma 2.) Then 

fi+ ,(K) -fj(K) < dim Hi+ ,(K; Z,) -dim N,(K; Z,) 

(4) 

ProoJ Let a,(K) denote the mod 2 boundary map C,(K) -+ Cj- I(K)~ 
Applying the alternating sum formula to the chain complex Ci+ ,(K) 

582a/46/1-5 
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+al+l C,(K) --Nai ci- ,(K) we get J;:, r(K) -A(K) + dim Im a,(K) = 
bj+ ,(K) - hi(K). To obtain (4) we note that 

dim Im a,(K) =f;(K) - dim ker a,(K) 

=A.(K) -b,(P), 

where K’ is the i-skeleton of K 

by Theorem 5 (3.1.5) 

=[(“I;:‘>+(*~-;+~)+...]-[(i~l)+(*~~~)+...], 
by (2) of Sect. 3 

(4.2) Least Valences in Codimension One 

(4.2.1) THEOREM 1. A simplicial complex K can embed in an n-dimen- 
sional space x”, n 3 1, only if 

8,-,(K)<n+ 1 or S,-,(K)+n-1 
n+l > 

6 dim H,(x”; Z,). (5) 

ProoJ K embeds in X” iff some subdivision R of K is contained 
in a triangulation L of X (Remark 5, Sect. 2). Since simplicial complex 
L is n-dimensional, dim H,(K; Z,) = dim H,(K’; Z,) <dim H,(L; Z,) = 
dim H,(X; Z,). Now we note that 

6,-,(K)++ 1 
n+l > 
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by (2) of Lemma 2, provided 6, _ ,(K) > n + 1 

by Lemma 3 

<dim H,(X”; z2) by (3) of Lemma 2. 

(4.2.2) Remark 8. It is well known that the inequality dim H,,(K, Z,) d 
dim H,(X; 77,) is true in much more generality, e.g., whenever K can be 
topologically embedded in a separable metric space X having dimension IZ. 
One can extend Theorem 1 to any such situation. On the other hand 
note that for n > 2, the alternative 6,_,(K) dn is necessary in Theorem 1. 
To see this consider the Zeeman dunce that Z’, i.e., the 2-dimensional 
space obtained by making identifications AB = AC = CB on the boundary 
of a triangle ABC. It is well known that Z2 is contractible. So 
H,(Z2 x Sflb2; Z,) = 0 for all n 3 2. For any triangulation K of Z2 x SnMz, 
6,- r(K) = 2 and only the first of the inequalities (5) is valid. 

(4.2.3) THEOREM 4. (a) For any n-dimensional space X”, n 2 1: 

ProoJ: Let L denote a minimal triangulation of X’, i.e., one with fo(X) 
vertices. Then 

dim H,(X”; ;2,) = dim H,(L; Z,) 

by Theorem 5 (3.1.5), 
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<dim HJo~(~)-~; Z,) becausef,(l) < 

.fn(L) 
and thus c _c ~nfo(~)- l 

(4.2.4) PROPOSITION 1. A simplicial complex K can embed in an n- 
dimensional space X”, n 2: 1, only if one of its (n - l)-simplices is incident to 
less than f. (X)-n + 1 n-simplices. 

Note that this follows from (5) and (6) provided fO(X) 3 2n. However, 
the following simple argument proves it unconditionally. 

Proof The essential point used is that the process of subdivision does 
not increase the valence of a codimension one simplex; this is obviously 
false in codimensions 32. 

We choose a subdivision K of K which is contained in a subdivision L’ 
of a minimal triangulation L of X. Then 

s,-,(K)=h,(a”-‘) forsomeo”-lEK 

= &&“-1) forall?-‘EK’suchthatY-‘co”-’ 

< 6,,(z”- ‘) because K z L’ 

= s,(en-‘) provided one has a l3”- ’ E L 

suchthatP1zrn-i 

G(L) -n 

=fo(X) -n. 

If no such 8”- ’ E L exists, then the open (n - l)-simplex C--l of L’ is 
contained in an open n-simplex of L, and we must have 6, _,(K) < 
dLr(T”- l ) = 2. But 6,-,(K) < 2 ensures 6,-,(K) dfO(X) - n unless fO(X) = 
n + 1, i.e., unless X is a closed n-simplex. In this cases 6,- ,(K) = 1 and the 
inequality is still true. 

(4.3) Least Valences in Codimension Two 
If one allows A”‘, n>2, to run over all n-dimensional spaces, then 

S,-&F) cannot be bounded by a function of n and H*(Y) (see 
Remark 9). It seems that the most natural subclass of spaces for which such 
a bound can be found is the one of all n-dimensional pseudomanifolds. 
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(4.3.1) DEFINITION. If a point X, of an n-dimensional space Y, does not 
lie in the interior of any n-simplex of any triangulation of x”, then it is 
called a singuh point of x”. It is easy to check that if X = 1 L 1, then there is 
a subcomplex LO c L such that the set of singularities, sing(P), equals 
j L, ( . Thus sing(P) is a subspace of dimension <n - 1. An n-dimensional 
space x”, n > 2, is called a pseudomanifold if dim sing (Y) d n - 2. This is 
equivalent to saying that, for any triangulation of x”, each (n - l)-simplex 
is incident to exactly two n-simplices. 

(4.3.2) THEOREM 6. A simplicial complex K can triangulate a subspace Y 
of an n-dimensional pseudomanifold X’, n > 2, only if 

Proof: Without loss of generality we can assume dim K dn - 1, for, if K 
is replaced by its (n - 1 )-skeleton K” - ‘, then the only change in (7) is that 
b,(X, Y) is replaced by b,(X, K”-‘) = b,(X, Y) + b,,( Y, K”-‘) = b,(X, Y) -!- 
f,(K). 

Let R be a subdivision of K which extends to a triangulation L of X. 
Elements of H,,(L, R; Z,) are n-chains c with ac E K’. Out of all such non- 
zero chains c, those which are minimal-with respect to set 
inclusion-constitute the minimal basis 59 of H,,(L, K’; Z,). Likewise let 9 
denote the minimal basis of H,(L). Note that if c? E b E 9, then b consists 
of all n-simplices of L which can be “joined” to CY via n - 1-simplices of 
L-K’. Enlarging b to all n-simplices of L which can be ‘3oined” to on via 
(n - l)-simplices of L one gets a c E 9. Thus each b E $9 is contained in a 
unique c G 9’. Hence either # (3) < # (9) or else at least one c contains 
two or more b’s and so #(%)- #(Y)+ lb #(B-Z’). 

The chain subdivision map 6’ induces an isomorphism in (n - 1 )-cycles, 
H,z _ ,(K) -+ H, _ ,( K’). Thus an n - l-simplex 5 of R occurring inside an 
(n - l)-simplex G of K, i.e., an 5 such that 5 E 00, can belong to some 
(n - 1 )-cycle z of K’ iff 00 E z. Let d denote the set of all (n - 1 )-simplices CJ 
of K such that of B-lab for some b ~58 - 9, and consider the subset 
B c (g - 9) x d consisting of all pairs (b, cr) such that (T E &lab. For each 
beg--9, (o:(b,o)&T} is non-empty and constitutes a mod 2 (n - l)- 
cycle of K. So its cardinality must be at least n -I- 1. On the other hand for 
each CJ E & one has # (b: (b, a) E 9) $2: this follows because (r E 8-‘db iff 
00 E& iff 4: E db for some 4 EQ(T and this happens for at most two 
bE$-9. Hence (n-1-1) #(B-Y)< #(&?),<2#(&‘). 

These inequalities imply (7). 
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(4.3.3) THEOREM 2. A simplicial complex K 
n-dimensional pseudomanifold X”, n > 2, only if 

can be embedded in an 

2 /s,-,(K)+n- l\ n(n+ 1) 
4-2(K) <n-l or 

a,-,(K)+n-2 -- 
n TZ+1\ n / 

<dimH,-,(X”;Z,)-1. (8) 

ProoJ: For any such simplicial complex K, triangulating subspace Y of 
X, we have 

( 

6 ._,+n-2 2 
) ( 

S,-,+?I-1 -- 
n n+l n 1 
n-l 6,-,+n-1 6,-,+n-1 6,-2+n-2 z- - 
n+l i 

+ n I( n-1 I( n-2 1 

n-16,-, 6,-,+n-1 
( 1 i 

6,-,+n-1 =-- 
n+l n n-l - n-l I( 

+ 6,-,+n-2 
n-2 1 

< ~~irii-,f~--2+(6,,-~1"22! 

by Lemma 2 (4.1.2) 

provided 6, _ 2 > n(n + 1 )/(n - 1) 

6 ~!yfn~2~fn~2+(6”2+n-2) 
n-2 

=+-fn-2+(8n-;T;-2) 

=fn-I-fn-2- &L-l +(y;-') 

<f,-l-f,-z-b,(X, Y)+b,(X)-l+ 
( 

S,-,+n-2 
n-2 > 

by Theorem 6 (4.3.2), the first alternative can be ignored because Sne2 > 
n(n+l)/(n-l)impliesf,-,>(n+i)/2 

~LdK)-(nf2) - b,(X, Y) + b,(X) - 1+ 
6 .-,+n-2 

n-2 > 
by Lemma 3 (4.1.3) 
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Q b,- l(K) - b,(X, Y) + b,(X) - 1 

by (3) of Lemma 2 (4.1.2) 

=b,.-,(Y)-b,(X, Y)+b,(X)-1 

bb,-,(X)-l, 

because the alternating sum formula applied to the exact sequence 0 -+ 
N,(X) -+ H,(X, Y) --f H,-,(Y) -+ H,-,(X) -+ . ..yields b,(X) - 
b,(X, Y) + b,,-,(Y) - b,-I(X)bO. 

(4.3.4) Remark 9. The proof of Theorem 6 makes essential use of the 
fact that we are using mod 2 coeflicients. In fact Corollary 2 (Sect. l(A)), a 
special case of Theorem 6’s consequence Theorem 2, is false (e.g., for the 
projective plane) if rationals Q are used instead of Z,. Also note that fov 
each 6 there exists a contractible 2-space X2 with 6,(X2) 3 6: To construct 
such a space take a general position map f from the complete graph G: into 
the 2-simplex 8”. Then X2 = (Im(f) x [O, 11) u t32 x (0) is contractible and 
a slight “perturbation” off embeds cf in X2; so 6,(X2) 3 6. This shows that 
the above bound-or in fact any bound given by a function of the dimen- 
sion and the homotopy type-cannot apply to all n-dimensional spaces x”, 
n 2 2. Finally note that the second of the inequalities (8) is false if P = 
CT;:;, x7’=S”, n32. 

(4.3.5) LEMMA 4. (a) Ifrz + 1 d 1, then 

with strict inequality if n + 1 < 1. 

(b) V(“~‘)<PP(~), n>l, then 

dim H,-, (~)-&P~(k;l)-~(~). (101 

Proof: (a) A simple calculation shows that (9) is same as n + 1 < 1. 
(b) Turning to (10) we see that it is true for n = 1 because both sides 

equal -1. So assume n32. Also, by (9), we can assume (k;l)<p< (k), 
k>n-t-1. Sop=(k;l)i-m where rn<(f;:i). If(,:,)<m then 
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by inductive hypothesis on n 

and, if 0 d m < n, then one has 

dim H,-, 

because f has less than n 
n-1 

(n - 2)-simplices and thus no IZ - 2-cycle 

(4.3.6) THEOREM 4. (b) For any n-dimensional pseudomanifold x”, n 3 1, 

ProoJ Let L denote a minimal triangulation of X”’ and let L"-' be the 
(n - l)-skeleton of L. Applying the alternating sum formula to the exact 
sequence O-*H,(X)-+H,(X, L”-‘)-,H,_,(L”-‘)~H,_,(X)~O we get 

L,(X)-b,(X) 
=b,-,(L”-‘)--f,(L) 

=b,,-,(L”-I)---&p, where P=~~-~(L) 
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6b n--l by Theorem 5 (3.1.5) 

because (“I:‘)~p=f,-,(~)~(.fo~‘)=(-~I;y)). 

(4.3.7) THEOREM 3. A simplicial complex K can embed in an n-dimen- 
sional pseudomanifold x”, n>,2, H,(X”; Z,)r .Z2 (P other than those 
having fo(Xn) < ]n(n + l)/(n - l)[ + n - 2) onty if one of ifs (n - 2)-sim- 
plices is incident to less than f0 (Xn) -n + 2 (n - 1 )-simplices. 

Proox This follows from (8) and (11) by using Lemma 4(a) because, 
when only the first of the inequalities (8) is valid, one still has Jo(Y) - 
n + 13 ]n(n $ l)/(n - i)[ - 1 B S,_JX’). 

(4.3.8) Remark 10. Theorem 3 is the codimension two analogue of 
Proposition 1 (4.2.4), but this time we can offer no direct geometric proof. 
Such a proof would be quite interesting because it may (a) extend 
Theorem 3 to all n-dimensional spaces (in this context note that J;(X) is a 
topological invariant but not a homotopy type invariant: see Remark 9), 
and (b) show that, for 2i + 2 = n, Conjecture 1 is equivalent to the existence 
of the integers C, mentioned in Remark 4 of Section l(A). However, note 
that (unlike in Proposition 1) the inequality 6, _&X,) <fO( XI) - n + 1 of 
Theorem 3 does not hold for all n-pseudomanifolds x”, n >, 2. For example, 

fo(S2) = 4 and 6,(S2) = 5. Also note that Theorem 3 shows that Corollary 3 
of Section 1 is valid for all 2-pseudomanifolds X2 with b2(X2) = 1: this 
follows because it is easy to check that a 2-pseudomanifold X2 has 
fo(X2) < 6 only if X2 = S2. 

(4.3.9) Remark 11. We obtain bounds for codimension one and two 
average valences as follows: The proof of Lemma 2 (4.1.2) shows that, for 
i = 0, N > d,(K), and for i > 0, N 3 dj(K) + i- 1. Thus, exactly the same 
proofs as before show, that for n = 1 and n = 2 Theorems 1 (4.2.1) and 2 
(4.3.3) are valid if 6,(K) is replaced by d,(K), and for higher values of n, 
that a simplicial complex K embeds in an n-dimensional space x” resp. 
pseudo-manifold x” only if one has the polynomial inequalities 

d,-,(K)<n+ 1 or 
d,-,(K)+n-2 

n-2 > 
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resp. 

n(n+ 1) 
d,-,(K) <n-l or ( 

d,-,(K)+n-2 
n > 

2 

( 
d,-,(K)+n-1 

I( 
d,-,(K)+n-3 -- - 

n+l n n-3 1 

db,-,(Xn;&)-1. (13) 

We note also that the apparently stronger conjecture, di(X”) < co if 
2i + 2 > n, can be shown to be equivalent to Conjecture 1. 

5. CHROMATIC NUMBERS 

(5.1) Weak Chromatic Numbers 

(51.1) PROPOSITION 2. If c,(X) > N, then X has a subcomplex K in 
which each i-simplex is incident to at least N (i + 1 )-simplices. Thus one has 
the generalized Szekeres-Wilf inequality 

c;(X) <S&r) + 1. (1) 

ProoJ: Let K be any minimal subcomplex of X having cj(K) 3 N+ 1. 
Each 0’ E K must be incident to at least N (i + 1 )-simplices, for, otherwise, 
any good coloring of the i-simplices of K-St,& by N colors would extend 
to one of K. 

Using this, Theorems 1 and 2 yield 

(5.1.2) THEOREM 8. A simplicial complex K embeds in an n-dimensional 
space x”, n > 1, only 17 

c,-,(K)dn+ 1 or 
c,-,(K)+n-2 

n+l 
<dim H,(X”; Z,). (2) 

(5.1.3) THEOREM 9. A simplicial complex K embeds in an n-dimensional 
pseudomanifold x”, n > 2, only if 

c,-,(K)< ]zg oy yy -3) 2&2(,,n-2) 

<dimH,-,(Y;Z,)-1. (3) 

(5.2) Exact Calculations for Some 2-Pseudoman$olds 

(5.2.1) PROPOSITION 3. For each 2-pseudomanifold X2 with H2(X2; 
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Z,) 2 Z,, one can find a unique connected %-man&old y2, and a unique 
monotonic integer sequence 2 <n, fn, 6 ... 6n, such that X2 is 
homeomorphic to R,,n, ,_._, nk, the 2-pseud~manifold obtained from T2 by iden- 
tifying each of k disjoint sets of points, of cardinalities n,, n*,..., and nk, to a 
single point. Also 

dim Hl(%,,rt2 ,._., nk ; Z,)=dimH,(~‘;Z2)+ i (ni-1). (4) 
i=l 

Proof. Let x1, x2,..., xk be the singular points of pseudomanifold X2. 
Choose a triangulation L of X so fine that no two singular points lie in the 
same closed simplex. The links of vertices other than the x;s are circles and 
each Lk,x, is a disjoint union of ni circles Cjr, 1 <ji<nj, nj> 2. Without 
loss of generality we can assume n1 < n2 < . . . d nk. Now replace each xi by 
ni new vertices Zj, and each St,xi by UiGj,.~~~j8i,Cj,. This gives us a 
triangulation z of the required 2-manifold X2. The verification that 
R,,n2 ,_,,, nkg pfl,,m, ,,,_, ml iff k= t, n, =m,, 12~ =m2 ,..., nk=mk and F*r y2 is 
routine and is omitted. Formula (4) follows by calculating the Euler 
characteristics of L and E. 

(5.2.2) COROLLARY 5. If a 2-pseudomanfold X2 with H2(X2; Z,) z Z, 
has H,(X2; Z,) = 0, then X2 is homeomorphic with S2. 

Proof. The result is well known for 2-manifolds. But since the left side 
of (4) is zero we must have k = 0 and dim H,(F’; 22,) = 0; so F2 z S* and 
X2 is obtained from it by no identifications. 

(5.2.3) COROLLARY 4. If a 2-pseudomanifold X2 with H2(X2; Z,) z Z, is 
other than the 2-sphere, then 

co(X2) < 
7 + Jl + 24dim H1(X2; Z,) 

2 (5) 

ProoJ Corollary 5 shows that this is the case n = 2 of Theorem 9 
specialised further to 2-pseudomanifolds obeying b2(X2) = 1. 

(5.2.4) Remark 12. As is well known, for a-manifolds, the chromatic 
estimates (3) admit very little improvement: c0(S2) d 6 was improved to 
c,(P) d 5 by Heawood [9] himself, and to c,(S’) =4 by 
Appel-Haken [ 11; c,, (Klein Bottle) d 7 was improved to c0 (K.B.) = 6 by 
Franklin [7], and the remaining inequalities were shown to be equalities 
by Ringel et al. [13]. However, for some 2-pseudomanifolds these 
estimates are quite bad; e.g., the S 2, k > 2, of Theorem 7(a) have c,, = 5 
even though bl = k - 1 can be arbitrarily big. For the 2-pseudomanifolds 
‘&) = S~,2,...,2(ktimes) of Theorem 7(b) one does have lim,,, cO(S&,) = cc 
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FIGURE 1 

(the double points of a complete graph drawn in R* can be eliminated after 
enough pairs of points have been identified); however, there is no reason to 
believe that (5) is sharp even in this case. Note that b,(S&,) = k and 
therefore (5) disproves Dewdney’s conjecture [4], cO(S&J = 4 + k, for all 
k> 5. 

(52.5) THEOREM 7.(a) c,,(Sz) = 5 for all k> 2. 

(b) c,(Sf,,)=4+kfor 1 <k64 and c,(Sf,,)=S. 

Proof (a) An embedded graph K of S:, k 3 2, either misses the singular 
point *, or else has it in the interior of an edge cr’, or has it as a vertex. 
Accordingly the identification map S2 + SE allows us to see that either all 
of K or K -pi or K- St,*, can be lifted to S*. This shows cO (Sz) ,< 5 by 
the 4CT. (This use of the 4CT is dictated by brevity; we can prove this also 
by refining Heawood’s proof of c,(S2)< 5.) But 0;’ embeds in Sz (see 
Fig. 1); thus c,(S,$) = 5 for k > 2. 

(b) The above lifting argument in fact shows 

In particular c,(S&,) d 4 + k for all k > 1. Now Fig. 2 gives an embedding 
of a7 in S2 ; hence c,(S&,) = 4 + k for 1 <k < 4. For k = 5 our proof goes 
as f&ows14)First we check that 0: cannot embed in S$,. If cry could be 

FIGURE 2 
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embedded in S&,, then five of the nine vertices of crf must be on the five 
singular points of A$,. The rsf spanned by these vertices is covered in S2 by 
a graph 6; having 10 vertices and 10 edges; one can check that this com- 
plex must have a circuit of length 25. This leads to a contradiction of the 
fact that the embedding of 6: in S2-this complex has 14 vertices and 36 
edges-must be triangular, Next, we duplicate the standard 
Heawood-Franklin argument using S,(Sf,,) d 8 and 0: @ S&, to conclude 
the desired c,,(S&J = 8. 

(5.3) Strong Chromatic Numbers 

For antecedents of the “links arguments” of this section see Griin- 
baum [&I, Zykov [20], and Sarkaria [16, 171. 

(5.3.1) We denote by Lk,X” the set of (homeomorphism classes of) 
spaces which occur as the links of i-simplices of triangulations of X”. By 
using the well-known fact that the topology of a link is invariant under 
subdivision (see, e.g., Rourke-Sanderson [ 14, p. 211) one can verify that 
Lk, x” is a finite set. We define bj (Lk,X”)=sup(dim Hj(Y; Z,): 
YELkiXn}. (One can check that bj(Lk,X”)=sup{dim H,+,,,(X, X-x): 
intrinsic dimension of x B i) 

(5.3.2) THEOREM 10. (a) A simplicial complex K embeds in an n-dimen- 
sional space x”, n 3 2, only if 

C,,-,(K)d2n or 

(b) A simplicial complex K embeds in an n-dimensional 
pseudomanifold X”, n 3 3, only if 

C,-,(K)<6(n- 1) or 

5 + ,/l + 24bI(Lk,-3(Xn)) 
2 I . 

+ 1 
18) 

(The result C,-,(R,) < 6(n - 1) is due to Griinbaum [S].) 

(c) C&iT)=Go ifn3i-k3. 

Proof: Let G,(K) denote the ith associated graph of K, i.e., the graph 
whose vertices are the i-simplices oi of K and whose edges (et, ei> are 
pairs of i-simplices of K incident to the same (i + l)-simplex. The definition 
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of the ith strong chromatic number, C,(K), shows that it is nothing but the 
chromatic number of this graph: 

C,(K) = co(GiW)). (9) 

For each subgraph GE G,(K), and each (i- 1)-simplex 8’- ’ E K, we 
define a graph G[O’- ‘1 as follows. The vertices, v, of G[O’- ‘1 are all those 
vertices of K for which v . Hi-’ is a vertex of G, and the edges {z)~, II?_) of 
G[B’- ‘1 are all those pairs of vertices of K for which (vr . /Y-l, vz . Pz} is 
an edge of G. Note that G[B’-‘1 is contained in G,(K)[O’-‘I= 
[Lk,@- ‘]I, the i-skeleton of the link of 8’-’ in K. Also note that 

From this formula it follows that 

d,,(G)d(i+ l)sup(dO(GIBi-‘]):P’EK}. (11) 

(a) Take i = y1- 1. Let K’ be a subdivision of K which is contained in a 
triangulation L of K; and let O’*P2 be an (n - 2)-simplex of K’ contained in 
P2. Then the graph G[P2] embeds in Lk,(B”-“) z LkK(8’“-2) and so 
in the l-dimensional space Lk,(W”-‘). 

Thus, by Remark 11, Section 4, 

do(G[f3"-2])<2 or d&Wn-21) < 
1 +Jl + 8bl(Lk,(P2)) 

2 f 

and so, by (11) and (5.3.1), 

d,(G)<2n or d,(G) < n . 
1+2/l + Sb,(Lk,-,X”) 

2 (13) 

The required inequalities (7) follow by noting that (9) implies 
C,-,(K)<SUp(b,(G): G&G,(K)} + 1 <SUp([do(G)]: GsGi(K)} + 1. 

(b) Take i= n and proceed exactly as before: this time we note that 
Lk,(O’“-3) is a 2-pseudomanifold, and so, by Remark 11 of Section 4, one 
has 

do(G[Bnv3]) < 6 or c&(G[~~-‘I)< 
5 + Jl + 24bI(Lk,(O’“-3) 

2 
(12b) 
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(c) First, let us note (by assigning to each oieihi EL~# the color of 
the i-simplex ~‘-j- ’ . @) that 

C,(K) 3 c;-j- l(Lk,e’), j<i-1. (14) 

For each c consider the join KL.+ l of a closed (i - 1)-simplex 0:: : and a 
complete graph 0;. Since o; embeds in a 3-disk, ri,+ 1 embeds in the join of 
an (i- f)-disk and a 3-disk, i.e., in an (i + 3)-disk, and so, because 
n>ii+3, also in x”. So Ci(Kt.+‘)>CC,(Lk,+18’-‘)=C,(o;)=c+l proves 
the required result. 

Note that for weak chromatic numbers one has a dual of (14) 

This follows because any weak (i-j - 1 )-coloring of Lk,@ induces a 
weak i-coloring of St,& by assigning to each c?- i .Oj the color of 
a’-‘-‘. In particular (15) implies c,_,(P)dsup(c,(Y): YELk,-3P). 
Thus c, _ #P) < 4 in the absence of codimension 3 singularities, e.g., for all 
manifolds x”, II > 3. 
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